Game Changing
Design

Zero film waste
EDGE SEALER

Zero is the ONLY edge sealer on the market
that eliminates film waste. Zero consumes
the lowest amount of shrink film compared
to any side sealer on the market.
The resulting savings means lower
packaging costs and a simpler, more
operation friendly shrink wrapper with less
maintenance.
The last real innovation in sealing
technology was more than 35 years ago.
Since then there have been improvements
but no real transformation in the basic
design. But everything changes NOW.
Zero is a radical shift in design, combining
the versatility of a side sealer with zero film
waste of a lap sealer. In many applications,
Zero can consume less film than a lap
sealer.

Example: Here’s how much you can save with the Edge Sealer
Product size: 9.5” W x 2” H x 12” L
Film thickness: 45 gauge
Production speed (ppm): 73
Film consumption: 1 roll per hour
Bag size:16 inches
1 roll yields: 4375 packages

Feet of film per roll: 5830
Roll cost per inch of film: $16.20
8 hours production per day
5 days production per week

•

Zero waste

•

2” less film than the most efficient
side sealer on the market

Annual Savings compared to the most competitive side sealer:
$33,696
Use case 1: Using Extreme Zero edge sealer
Film requirement: 25” flat (12.5” CF)
Roll cost for 4375 products: $202.50
Annual shrink film cost: $421,200

•

Equal to or less film than a lap sealer

•

Innovative design with fewer
components

Use case 2: Using the most competitive side sealer on the market
Film requirement: 27” flat (13.5” CF)
Roll cost for 4375 products: $218.70
Annual shrink film cost: $454,896
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Zero Edge Sealer Benefits

•

No compressed air

•

Can be used as top, side, or bottom
seal
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